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Oxbow Books, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Global Textile Encounters is a fascinating journey into three significant textiles and clothing
cultures: China, India and Europe. The common thread is how fashions and traditions have
travelled through space and time. In this richly illustrated anthology, with its 242 images, written
both by textile researchers and practitioners as well as scholars from other fields across the globe,
we hear of various types of encounters that bring to life a world of interactions and consequences as
colourful as the textiles themselves. Among the 33 contributions we learn of an historian of ancient
Roman textiles who has an intellectual epiphany in the streets of modern Iran; of 17th-century
European Jesuits spreading the Gospel in Asia who attire themselves in the clothing suitable to
their host countries; a visiting Siamese delegation that unwittingly creates fashion in 18th-century
France;; how Chinese textile technology changed as a result of encountering textile patterns along
the silk road; how political messages are conveyed in the sari; how Maharajahs inspired global pop
culture; and the value we ascribe to old clothing. Recurrent themes include how religious praxis is
informed by textile encounters; how...
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ReviewsReviews

Definitely among the best publication We have possibly read through. I really could comprehended everything using this published e ebook. Its been
written in an exceedingly straightforward way and it is simply a er i finished reading through this ebook through which basically altered me, change the
way i believe.
-- Mr. Malachi Block-- Mr. Malachi Block

The very best ebook i ever study. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Coleman Kreiger-- Coleman Kreiger
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